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в рекрутменте



What is 
G r o w t h  H a c k i n g ?



Growth hacking 
(a l so  known as  'growth market ing ‘ )  

It is the use of resource-light and cost effective 

marketing tactics to help grow and retain an active 

user base, sell products and gain exposure. 
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A growth hacker is an professional who

uses elements of marketing and market

research, along with technology and

technical strategies, to provide marketing

solutions to clients or employers.

Who is  Growth Hacker?



Everything a growth hacker does 
is aimed towards a single goal – growth!



Examples Of Growth Hacking



HOTMAIL
e m a i l  s i g n a t u r e  h a c k



GMAIL

The invite-only growth hack worked so well that Gmail 
invites were auctioned on eBay.

i n v i t e - o n l y  h a c k /  e x c l u s i v i t y h a c k



DROPBOX
I n c e n t i v i s e d ‘ r e f e r - a - f r i e n d ’  s c h e m e



L inkedIn

By implementing a growth 
hacking technique that allowed 
users to create their own public 
profile, LinkedIn grew from 2 
million to 200 million users.



Dol larShaveClub.com 
Our Blades Are F***ing Great

Dollar Shave Club used a video to
promote its service of sending people
new razor blades monthly for just $1.

The video they made went viral, quickly
gaining millions of views and making the
company a household name.

The video has now at more than 25
million views.



Puffer fish Tactic

A Danish company, Pipetop, used an approach
similar to the puffer fish’s survival tactic.

Pipetop bought various phone numbers in
different countries across Europe and and
displayed those in their contact information

Media thought that Pipetop was a big
company not a startup, and they got lots of PR
after that.



Burger King



One Example of Product Marketing

Image source: https://maitreapp.co

Create a waiting list  - Incentivize 

Referrals People compete to climb to the top 
of the leaderboard. 

The more people they refer, the higher up 
the queue they get!





No name, no reason, but if you understand a math
you can solve it.

The answer is 7427466391.com. This led to another
equation to solve. 

Eventually landing the few remaining contestants an
interview at Google headquarters.



Why starts with
Growth Hacking?



The War for Talent
turned into 

The War for Attention



WHAT 
ARE
THE BEST
TRIGGERS?



Emotions are so powerful they influence our 
perception, decision making, and even memory. 

The more emotional an experience the 
better we remember it.











Other triggers

Creating a sense of urgency or

FOMO is a powerful psychological

trigger used to make people act.

Create a Sense of Urgency or Fear

Reciprocity is a powerful 

psychology trick not only in sales.

Involve the use of Reciprocity

It is still one of the most powerful

psychological triggers you can employ

as a growth hacker.

Use Social Proof

The use of curiosity increases your

prospects urge to act, open your email,

respond to learn more about what you

are offering.

Employ the Use of Curiosity



Social Sharing Hack

https://fullstackrecruiter.net/



Fear of Mission Out

TicketMaster is an online company to purchase
venue tickets.

Their growth hack is: "Limited offer"

They added a timer on their website to evoke
urgency in the minds of target markets.



How to Start with Posts
on LinkedIn or Facebook



Every post should begins with a pain point, career relevance, significant 
change, announcement or credibility.

Start

Source: BAMF



Don’t overestimate your readers’ 
intelligence.

Even if they know the definition – if it 
takes them a second to recall it, then 
you’ve lost them.

Complex words will lose them.

Simplify Words

Source: BAMF



Do not use these common adjectives:

Avoid Common Adjectives

• Adjectives give room for readers to interpret. 
• You want a clear picture of the story you’re writing in their head.

“Good”
“Bad”
“Big”
“Small”
“Low”
“High”

“Amazing”
“Great”
“Excellent”
“Wonderful”
“Beautiful”
“Best”

Source: BAMF



You should avoid non-definite words
and phrases also in job descriptions and articles.



These words makes you appear not confident in your 
opinions or ability to recap stories.

“Sometimes”
“If”
“Possibly”
“I think”
“I decided”

“I think this method is working.” vs. “This method is working.”

“I thought”
“Particularly”
“Close to”
“Maybe”
“It seems”

Source: BAMF



Tie it to a call to action.

How to End a Status



Use „…see more“ trick





Discussion questions 

Narrative followed with question that prompts audience 
to answer in the comments.



LinkedIn and Facebook
PODS



Source: https://coolsymbol.com/cool-fancy-text-generator.html

https://coolsymbol.com/cool-fancy-text-generator.html


Comment on other people’s posts and answer 
comments under yours.

Commenting on other people’s posts can be a great 
way to get engagement and to get people noticing 
your profile. 

Answer comments



Once you start, post consistently!

You don’t have to post once a day. But keep bringing 
regular content for your audience.

Don’t spam!

Consistency



LinkedIn usage is the highest among the 18–29 year old age group.

Here’s what the age split looks like:

• 34% of 18–29 year olds use LinkedIn
• 33% of 30–49 year olds use LinkedIn
• 24% of 50–64 year olds use LinkedIn
• 20% of 65+ year olds use LinkedIn

Understand Your Audience



Articles and LinkedIn posts



Articles don’t do well on LinkedIn as few years ago. 

However they are still part how to get attention. And it will
help to improve your profile’s SEO.



Share article with 
original commentary 

(include excerpt from 
the article or takeaways 
from it)



Use articles or posts of 
others to attract your 
audience.



Get inspiration from others



Интервьюер: Почему вы покидаете
свою нынешнюю организацию?
Кандидат: У меня серьезные
религиозные различия на работе!

Интервьюер: Каковы эти различия?
Кандидат: Мой менеджер думает, что
он Бог, а я нет!

Google Translate





Experiments often cost companies a 
minimal amount of money to execute
but can yield incredible results. 

Low risk, but high reward.



Facebook



Your Facebook page is about your 
audience, not your business.



It is an excellent place for building an 
online community.

And that is why is important to
implement a community management 
attitude instead of a broadcasting one.



Three important things

1. Focused on your audience and the kind of content they like. 

2. Don’t ask your followers to do something on every post—
that’s not how you build trust. 

3. Just produce content that is funny, entertaining, creates 
emotions, and brings real value to the community.



Three tips



Add a URL After

Holding off a few minutes before adding a link to your image or 
post can help you get your first few likes and shares faster since 
people will see it as a pure value post rather than link bait.



Upload Videos Directly to Facebook/LinkedIn

This will get more people watching your videos and this 
will lead to more engagement and reach.



Get into Messenger

The open rates on messenger apps beat email hands-down.



What Makes
Online Content, 
Products and 
More Go Viral?



Dr Jonah Berger in his book Contagious: Why Things Catch On
described 6 steps to virtality.

Jonah has spent over 15 years studying how to get more word of
mouth, how social influence works and how it drives products
and makes ideas catch on.





Benefits Of
Growth Hacking



Benefits Of Growth Hacking

Provable ROI Low-resources Low-cost



Three more things.



Creativity is at the core of growth hacking 
but so is rapid experimentation to improve 
the product or servise continuously.



Use technology to be more human.



“If you can’t measure it, 
don’t do it.’”



http://bit.ly/GHRecruiters



Contact Me

Blog: www.tegze.eu

Be a sourcer  https://www.linkedin.com/in/jantegze/

https://twitter.com/jantegze

https://medium.com/@jantegze
Book: Full Stack Recruiter

http://www.tegze.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jantegze/
https://twitter.com/jantegze
https://medium.com/@jantegze
https://www.amazon.com/Full-Stack-Recruiter-Modern-Recruiters/dp/1976130735/


Questions?


